This paper reports on our experiments with statistical search methods for solving lotsizing problems in production planning. In lotsizing problems the main objective is to generate a minimum cost production and inventory schedule, such that (i) customer demand is satisfied, and (ii) capacity restrictions imposed on production resources are not violated. We discuss our experiences in solving these, in general NP-hard, lotsizing problems with popular statistical search techniques like simulated annealing and tabu search. The paper concludes with some critical remarks on the use of statistical search methods for solving lotsizing problems.
Introduction
Literature contains a large variety of model formulations for lotsizing problems. The formulation we consider here is a mixed integer linear program (MILP) due to Billington et al. Yi,t, where Yi,t = 1 when product i is produced in period t, and Yi,t = 0 otherwise). Table 1 List of data in MILP. on unit of product j. Throughout this paper we assume products to be numbered such that product i can only be a component of product j when j < i, i.e. gtd = 0 when i >_j inventory holding costs for product i (in monetary units per product unit per period) f'Lxed production lead time (number of periods) for product i some large number variable production costs for product i in period t ( in monetary units per production unit) f'Lxed (setup) cost for product i (in monetary units)
Symbol
The objective (1) of MILP expresses that one is searching for a production schedule in which the sum of setup costs, inventory holding costs, and production costs is minimized. Restrictions (2) are the so-called "balance equations", which ensure that for each product-period combination (i, t) there is a balance between the inventory positions, the independent demand (di,3, and the dependent demand (gijxj, t) generated by products j < i. In (2) we implicitly assume for each product initial inventory at t = 0 and ending inventory at t = T are equal to zero, i.e. li,o = 0 and li,r = 0 for / = 1 ..... N. The capacity restrictions (3) state that the total production and setup time should not exceed the available production time for production resource k in period t. The coupling between setup and production variables is modelled by (4), while restrictions (5) are the non-negativity constraints on production and inventory variables. Finally, (6) represents the binary character of decisions on setups.
MILP is not just an interesting research problem, it is also of great practical importance. It appears, for instance, within MRP systems when trying to control production and inventory related costs, while generating feasible production schedules with respect to production resource requirements. However, MILP is not very tractable from a computational point of view. Arkin et al. [3] show that the optimization problem is NP-hard for general multilevel product structures 1 even in the absence of capacity restrictions and setup times. Furthermore, finding a feasible solution with respect to restrictions (2)-(6) is NP-complete when setup times are non-zero, even for the single level, single resource case [18] . Computational results show that exact solution procedures for MILP become very time consuming for larger problem instances. Therefore, most of the literature on algorithms for solving MILP focuses either on (i) exact solution procedures for restricted (polynomially solvable) problem variants, or (ii) approximation algorithms for NP-hard variants of the problem. Table 2 provides literature references on algorithms for solving some special cases of MILP, considered in this paper. For a detailed overview on algorithms for the general problem the reader is referred to Salomon [21] . Table 2 References on problems considered in this paper. [15] Billington et al. [ 
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Billington et al. [6] Kuik et al [16] Trigeiro et al. [23] SLCLPST Cattrysse et al. [8] This paper is further organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the general concepts underlying the application of Simulated Annealing (SA) and Tabu Search (TS) to MILP. Specific implementations suggested by Kuik and Salomon [15] , Kuik 1The term multilevel refers to the case in which end products require input from components. If this is not the case, the problem is termed "single leveff. Multilevel product structures ate termed "assembly" if each product i is component of at most one product j, i.e. for product i g~j > 0 for at most one product j (j < i). Product structures ate termed "seriaF if they ate assembly and, in addition, each product j has at most one component i (j < i). Other product structures are usually "general". et al. [16] , and Cattrysse et al. [8] are discussed in section 3. Finally, we conclude with some critical remarks on the application of statistical search techniques to lotsizing.
Statistical search algorithms
In order to explain the general concepts underlying the application of statistical search algorithms to MILP we introduce the following notation. Let y = (Yl,t ..... YLt .... Ytv, l ..... YN,t) be the vector of setup variables. ForfixedyfMILP reduces to a linear program (LP) of the form:
and (2), (5) .
It should be noted that ZLp(y) can be computed in polynomial time for each fixed vector of setup variables yf [14] . However, as will be shown in section 3, for many variants of MILP the corresponding LP can be solved more efficiently, by use of special purpose algorithms.
The general idea behind the statistical search algorithms is to (randomly) generate a sequence of setup patterns y(O) ...> y(t) __> ... ___>... _..> y(R), such that ~F(y)a:-'f-~=l~rt=lSiYl,t + ZLp(y) is a good approximation of Zun.e in at least one of the R iterations.2 In order to generate the sequence of setup pattems, we use simulated annealing and tabu search.
SIMULATED ANNEALING
Simulated annealing is a very simple nondeterministic optimization technique which constructs a sequence of setup patterns y (a walk or a path), through the set of permissible setup pattems called the state space. The procedure for deciding which solution to step to next is called transition mechanism, denoted TM. This TM requires as input the current solution, and some extra input specific to the SA 2Note that, by definition, Zulw = miny{~(y)}. Furthermore, note also that in case of an infeasible setup pattern y, Zw(y) = **, which implies that ~;(y) = ~*.
implementation at hand. This extra input concerns information on the set of potential solutions reachable from the current solution, called the neighborhood of the current solution, the determination of the likelihood of considering each neighbor and the setting of an acceptance probability for the selected neighbor. Usually, for minimization problems, after selecting a candidate neighbor (by invoking TM), the acceptance probability (p,,C~,t,t) is computed as Here the likelihood p is drawn form a U(0,1) distribution, and the walk proceeds to the candidate neighbor when p < pOCCet, t. Otherwise, the neighbor is rejected and TM is invoked again. A subwalk during which the parameter fl is held constant, is called a chain and the chain length is denoted by ~. The control parameter fl is nonnegative and increases after every ~£ steps of the walk. Although many variants for updating fl have been proposed, we choose to update fl for each chain according to, ffuw= flold/a with 0 < a < 1.
The newly introduced constant a is called the descent parameter. Finally, one has to specify a stopping criterion. Here, many variants have also been proposed, but we choose to specify the number of chains to be evaluated as our stopping criterion. For more (theoretical) details on SA the reader is referred to Van Laarhoven and Aarts [17] , and the review by Glover and Greenberg [13] .
TABU SEARCH
The tabu search method for solving MILP proceeds in a spirit analogous to SA in that it also involves a walk through the state space of feasible production schedules as defined by the feasible setup patterns. Suppose it has come to setup pattern yOta. Then, from the set of neighbors, a subset containing k neighbors that are not in a tabu list (to be described below) are randomly generated using transition mechanism TM and placed in a solution list, b°k. The new setup pattern, ynew is determined as: y,~w= {y ~ Sek i ~;(y ) is minimal on ~}.
Note that although y,~W leads to the best solution in b"k, it is not necessarily better than the current solution yOta. The role of the tabu list if,n, which contains the m most recently visited setup patterns, is to avoid cycling in the state space (but only to a certain extent, since a cycle, longer than the number of solutions in the tabu list, cannot be excluded). Finally, as for the SA algorithm, TS stops after a prespecified number of setup patterns have been evaluated. For further details on tabu search (applications) the reader is referred to, e.g. Glover [12] and de Werra and Hertz [9] .
3.
Specific implementations
THE MULTILEVEL LOTSIZING PROBLEM WITHOUT CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS (MLLP)
Simulated annealing procedures for MLLP, which is defined by (1), (2) , and (4)- (6) , are proposed by Kuik and Salomon [15] . Implementation specific are (i) the procedure used to solve the linear program (LP1) which results after fixing a setup pattern y, and (ii) the transition mechanism.
The procedure used to solve LP I (which is defined by (1'), (2'), and (5)) relies on solving i~Adual, which is a so-called Leontief substitution system [24] 3. The dual of LPI (LPt) is formulated as:
jffil Since di,t is nonnegative an optimal solution to L'PI can be constructed by increasing the decision variable ai~ until one or more of the constraints (8a), (8b), (9) becomes binding. An optimal solution is therefore obtained by computing the values ai: iteratively, starting with t = 1 and computing for i = N .... where p~-~ = Pi,, when y~,, = 1 and p~,, = o~ otherwise. As the procedure above runs in O(NT), Z~e(Y) can quickly be evaluated for any fixed setup pattern y/'.
In the study summarized here experiments were conducted with s/x different transition mechanisms. They varied between simple ones (in which the setup pattern of the candidate neighbor differs from the current setup pattern with respect to one product-period combination only) 4 to more elaborate ones, in which the product structure is taken more explicitly into account. Table 3 The table demonstrates the relation between CPU-time and quality of the SA solution for the simple transition mechanism (for the specific SA parameter settings used in this experiment, the reader is referred to the original paper). Assembly type problems are generated with N = 20 and T = 12 (PI) and N = 20 and T = 20 (P2). Optimal solutions to Pl and Pz have been obtained using the special purpose code by Rosling [20] for assembly type problems. For different average ratios between the optimal solution (Z °t'a~) and the SA solution (Z s~) the CPU-time on a SUN 31160 workstation is given in seconds. Computer programs for the simulated annealing approach are written in FORTRAN and run on a SUN3/160 workstation. Computational experiments are performed on (randomly generated)medium andlargersized problem instances, with 20-57 products, 12-20 planning periods, different setup and inventory holding cost structures, and different demand patterns for end products.
ZSa
From the computational results it appears that on average (i) the more elaborate transition mechanisms do not perform better than the simple ones, (ii) for general product structures the quality of the solutions obtained by SA is rather good when compared to other well-known heuristics for this case (like a level-by-level application of the Wagner-Whitin [25] algorithm, combined with a cost-adaptation procedure due to Blackburn and MiUen [7] ), (iii) for assembly product structures Roslin's code outperforms all SA implementations with respect to computational speed and quality of the solutions 5, (iv) in order to generate "good" quality solutions the 4More precisely, in the simple transition mechanism the candidate neighbor setup pattern f~ is constructed computation times required for the SA algorithms grow fast with N and T, as well as with the complexity of the product structure (table 3) As we learned from the experiments conducted for MLLP that problem specific transition mechanisms do not perform significantly better than simple ones, we have limited ourselves to simple ones for MLCLP. However, specific to the implementation of SA and TS to MLCLP is the (heuristic) solution procedure that is applied to solve the linear program (LP2) 6 which results from fixing the setup pattem yr. Problem LP2 was studied by McClain et al. [19] . For the special case in which (4') is relaxed, they suggest a greedy algorithm which solves LP2 optimally. However, in LP2 it is necessary to compute the value of the objective function for arbitrary setup patterns. As far as we know, no efficient solution procedure for solving LP2 is available, other than an LP-based algorithm suggested by McClain et al. [ 19] . This algorithm, which uses Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, is shown to require less computation time than straightforward application of the simplex method, but it is still too time consuming to be used repeatedly in a simulated annealing algorithm. For this reason Kuik et al. [16] suggest an algorithm to find an approximation Za~(y) to Zt.e~(y).
The algorithm uses the following two observations: (i) for arbitrary setup patterns lot-for-lot production at the uncapacitated levels may no longer be possible, and (ii) there exists an optimal solution to MLCLP, in which production at the uncapacitated levels satisfies the Zero-Switch Property, which is stated as: li,t_lXi, t = 0 for i ~ %.
A formal proof of the Zero-Switch Property is found in Kuik et al. [16] .
Using the two observations stated above, the following modified greedy algorithm is suggested:
MODIFIED GREEDY ALGORITHM
Step 1: Start at the lowest numbered level in the product structure, not yet considered.
If this level is uncapacitated, go to step 2, otherwise, go to step 3. If all levels in the product structure have been considered, then STOP.
Step 2: Plan production for each product i at the current level using the Zero-Switch Property thereby ensuring that whenever a setup is made the production quantity is large enough to cover demand in all subsequent periods in which there is no setup. Thus, if tl is the first period for which Yi,t = 1 and t2 the next period for which Yl,t = 1, then set xijl equal tz-1 tO Et=tt [di,t + Y.j<i gi,jXj,t] and set xi, t equal to zero for t = tl + 1 .....
t2-1. Proceed in this way until the end of the planning horizon.
Step 3: Plan production at the capacitated level in the following way: Select the For this example the greedy algorithm starts to schedule production for product 2, since h2 > hi. It is tried to schedule production in the period that is as close as possible to its demand period, which implies that period l's demand is produced in period 1, and demand of period 2 is produced in period 2. However, since in period 3 no production is allowed to take place (Y2,3 = 0), production for period 3 must be shifted to period 2. Thus, x2,1 = 6, x2,2 = 9, and x2,3 = 0. The remaining production capacities are now C1 = 6, C2 = 1, and Ca = 8. For product 1, demand of period 1 is scheduled in period 1, but due to capacity restrictions only 1 unit of period 2's demand can be produced in period 2. Therefore the remaining production must be shifted to period 1. Finally, demand of period 3 is produced in period 3. This yields the following production schedule: x1,1 = 6, xL2 = 1, and xl,3 = 6. The total associated holding cost of the schedule is 2hl + 4h2 = 10.
The modified greedy algorithm does not necessarily yield an optimal solution due to the occurrence of zero-valued setup variables in some product-period combinations. The zero-valued setup variables prevent production in these periods and therefore, in conjunction with the capacity constraint already present, effectively act as capacity restrictions active at multiple levels. Thus, the value Z~(y) obtained by the modified greedy algorithm is only an approximation of the true optimum Zp(y). It can be obtained quickly and can therefore be used repeatedly in a simulated annealing or tabu search algorithm. This is, however, at the expense of guaranteed convergence of the SA algorithm to an optimal solution with probability one (in the long run). The performance of the SA and TS algorithms was compared to one of the few other procedures that exist for solving this problem, i.e. the facility location approach by Maes et al. [18] . In the latter approach MLCLP is reformulated as a facility location problem (FLP) 7. The LP-relaxation of FLP is then solved, and a feasible solution to MLCLP is constructed by rounding-off fractional variables, using a number of round-off strategies.
7The motivation for this reformulation is that the LP-relaxation of FLP provides in general a stronger lower bound to Z~tLcw and yields fewer fractional variables than the LP-relaxation of the original MLCLP. However, this approach applies to assembly product structures only.
Computational experiments are performed on (randomly generated) medium sized problem instances with two different product structures, different demand patterns, different cost structures, and different capacity utilizations. All generated problems have twelve planning periods (T = 12). Both product structures have three levels, of which the middle one is capacitated. The first product structure (P~) consists of six products (with two end products), whereas the second product structure (P~) consists of seven products, with one end product.
The SA, TS, and LP round-off (LPRO) procedures are programmed in FORTRAN and run on a SUN 3/160 workstation. Some of the computational results are summarized in table 4. Table 4 The table demonstrates the average quality of the SA, TS and LPRO procedures related to the lower bound to MLCLP obtained by solving the linear programming relaxation of FLP (LP(FLP)). The numerical value of this lower bound is represented by Zt.t,(/~t.~. Furthermore, the CPU-times for SA, TS, and LPRO procedures are specified in seconds on a SUN 3/160 workstation. For the specific parameter settings that apply to the reported experiments, the reader is referred to the original paper. From the computational results it is concluded that (i) SA and TS outperform the LP round-off procedures both with respect to quality of the solutions, and required CPU-time, (ii) our SA implementation performs slightly better than our TS implementation s, and (iii) a disadvantage of both SA and TS is that they do not generate lower bounds, while the LP round-off procedures do 9.
THE SINGLE LEVEL SINGLE RESOURCE CAPACITATED LOTSI'Z1NG PROBLEM WITH SETUP TIMES (SLCLPST)
In Caurysse et al. [8] statistical search algorithms for SLCLPST are proposed. SLCLPST is equivalent to MILP except the product structure is single level and there is a single capacitated resource (K = 1). In the above mentioned implementation SA and TS are embedded in a column generation heuristic in which newly generated columns correspond to schedule proposals for individual products. The master problem 8We recognize that for other problems and/or other implementations conclusions may be different. 9This observation led the authors to decide to test combinations of LP with SA and'IS. However, although these combinations yield relative quality information (i.e. lower bounds), the absolute quality of the solutions (upper bounds) is not better than the pure SA or "IS algorithms, while computation times turn out to be significantly larger.
in this column generation heuristic is a set partitioning problem (SPP). Mathematically, SPP is formulated as follows: 
where Ai is the number of columns (scheduled proposals) generated for product i. Furthermore, c! z) are the total setup and holding costs associated with the &th column generated, and decision variables z! ~' ) = 1 if the ~th column generated is used in the solution to the master problem, while z! z) = 0, otherwise. Furthermore, ot is the total overtime in period t, and M is a (sufficiently large) penalty cost, to preclude overtime production (if possible). Finally, :(g) is the total production and t,b |~l setup time, used by product i in period t, for the &th column generated.
New columns -that will eventually be added to the master problem -result from solving for each product i a single product capacitated lotsizing problem (SPCLPi). The latter problem is formulated as: 
Xi: <-(~=t di:) yi't t=l ..... T, (17) t l di. , < ~., xi. , < U Bi, t t = 1 ..... T,
x=l X=l
where u = {u~} is the set of dual multipliers corresponding to (12) in the LPrelaxation of SPP (LP(SPP)), and S~,t(u) = S t -aiu t, while p~,~(u) = (T-t + 1)hi + Pi,: -b~ut. Note that inventory variables have been eliminated from the formulations of SPCLPi, by substitution of li,t =Y.~=l (xi,, -di,~) . Furthermore, based on capacity requirements for products j (~ i) the formulation is tightened by deriving an upper bound (UBi, t) on cumulative production in (18) 1°. Unfortunately, problem SPCLP~ is NP-hard (see Florian et al. [19] ), and as far as we know no computationaUy effective optimal solution procedure is available. Therefore, we solve SPCLPi by a heuristic, yielding an approximation ZASeC~ tO Zst, ctw: The heuristic is summarized as follows:
HEURISTIC PROCEDURE FOR SOLVING SPCLP~
Step 1: Sequentially generate setup patterns y to SPCLPI, using SA or TS with the simple transition mechanism (see section 3).
Step 2: Solve for a fixed setup pattern y/the resulting problem Zsec~i(yf).
The latter is done efficiently by a special purpose code, which exploits the structural property that for a fixed setup pattern yf the problem is equivalent to a transportation problem in which the set of resources consists of the available production capacity in each period, and the set of sinks consists of the demand in each period.
Step 3: Let ZASeCLe, = minyfZsecLe,(yf).
The global column generation heuristic can now be described as follows:
COLUMN
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
GENERATION HEURISTICS
Generate for each product i a number of starting columns, using simple heuristics, and add the columns to the master problem.
Solve LP(SPP) (we have used LINDO's LP-code developed by Schrage [22] in order to do so). Pass the dual cost multipliers u to the subproblems SPCLPi.
Compute for each product i ZAsm~ei using SA or TS as described above. Add all columns that "price out" -i.e. columns for which ZASpCZpi < Wi--tO the master problem. Here, w = (wl ..... WN) is the set of dual multipliers corresponding to (11) . If no columns price out, then go to step 5, otherwise go to step 2.
Perform a limited branch and bound search (using the special purpose procedure by Garfinkel and Nemhauser [ 11 ] ) on the columns obtained 10For further details on these "valid inequalities" the reader is referred to Cattrysso et al. [8] .
at the end of the column generation heuristic, in order to search for feasible (integer) solutions to SPP among the generated columns.
Remark
The column generation heuristic described here differs from the traditional column generation procedure in that the subproblems SPCLPi are solved by an approximation procedure. This might cause the column generation heuristic to stop before reaching the lower bound Zt.e(see).
The column generation heuristic is implemented in FORTRAN and runs on an IBM PS/2 Model 80 machine. The results obtained by the column generation heuristic are compared with the results obtained by a dual cost heuristic due to Trigeiro et al. [23] . The latter heuristic relies upon subgradient optimization and dynamic programming in order to compute lower bounds, and an (apparently very defective) production smoothing procedure to generate feasible solutions. The test problems in our experiments are from Trigeiro et al. and have different characteristics with respect to demand pattern, cost structure, capacity (utilization), and setup time. The size of the problems varies between 6-24 products, and 15-30 periods.
Although there were initially good arguments to expect that the column generation heuristic would outperform the dual cost heuristic, after experiments the opposite conclusion seemed to be justified. It appeared that the solutions (upper bounds) were almost of the same quality as reported by Trigeiro et al. H However, the computational requirements for the column generation heuristic dramatically exceeded the computational requirements for the dual cost heuristic. 12 The reasons for this are twofold: (i) apparently the SA and TS heuristic are not sufficiently effective in finding good solutions to SPCLPi, and (ii) the enumeration scheme which is used at the end of the column generation heuristic in order to search for feasible solutions among the columns generated appears to be less effective and too time consuming when compared to the production smoothing heuristic of Trigeiro et al.
Conclusions
In this paper we summarize our experiences with the application of SA and TS algorithms to lotsizing problems. Computational experiments show that the success of our efforts varies. The performance of the algorithms turns out to be strongly dependent upon a large number of interrelated factors, such as problem llAverage gaps between lower bounds and generated solutions (upper bounds) range between 2.2% (for low capacita~.d problems) to 3.9% (for highly capacitated problems). structure, choice of transition mechanism, internal parameter settings (like initial acceptance probability for SA, and length of the tabu list for TS), and choice of the stopping criterion. The observation above makes it in general impossible to predict ex-ante the quality and the required computational effort of the search algorithms discussed here. Other disadvantages we encountered with respect to SA and TS are: (i) the absence of a relative quality measure, such as lower bound, and (ii) the experimental character of both methods (parameter settings and the choice of a transition mechanism require a lot of trial-and-error, since no good and generally applicable guidelines exist). Advantages of SA and TS over a number of alternative (mathematical programming based) algorithms for solving combinatorial optimization problems are: (i) the clarity of the underlying basic concepts and their ease of implementation, and (ii) the possibility of obtaining (reasonable) solutions to a number of complex combinatorial optimization problems, when standard procedures (like decomposition and/or relaxation) fail.
Summarizing, our advice to potential users is that SA and TS are certainly worthwhile to consider when trying to solve difficult combinatorial optimization problems (like some lotsizing problems), but one should not be surprised when tailor-made (mathematical programming based) procedures yield better quality solutions and require less computational effort than general purpose statistical search techniques like SA and TS.
